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Motivations for automated software sizing
Project Effort/software size estimation at the early stages of a project is
essential for various software management decisions (most of effort
estimation models require size metric as the major predictor).
• Control the project scope to avoid risks.
• Make project plans.
• Resource allocation.

Software Size Estimation is costly and inaccurate.
• Intensively involves manual effort.
• Requires expertise to produce reproducible results.

Existing Methods
Methods to automate the existing size metrics:
• Fetcke proposed an approach to map use case model, domain object model, analysis model
to FPA’s abstraction of a software system.
• Umeura proposed the rules to count Function Points from sequence and class diagrams.

Size metrics based on UML diagrams:
•
•
•
•

Predictive Object Points (POP)
Class Points
UML Points
The Fast&Serious Method

Our method formalizes the mapping from UML metamodels to the functional sizing model. Based
on the formalization, an effective size metric called Detailed Use Case Points (DUCPs) is proposed
and validated.

Functional Software Sizing Models
Use Cases
Use cases model the interactions between actors and a system. Use Cases are weighted by the number of transactions. The
sum of the weighted use cases is used to estimate the software size. This model is used by Use Case Points (UCPs).
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Transactions
A transaction is a sequence of interactions between system components, which realizes a basic unit of system functionality.
Transactions are weighted by their internal structures (data elements, components, activities, etc) to represent its
contribution to the overall effort. This model is used by Function Points.
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UML Diagrams
• Sequence diagrams model the behavioral aspect of a system by sequences of messages.
• Class diagrams model the structural aspect of a system by classes in terms of attributes and
operations.
• In the proposed automated software sizing method, we use the information derived from this
two types of diagrams.

UML Metamodel
• Sequence and class diagrams themselves can be formally defined by class diagrams,
which is called UML metamodel.

Bridge the gap between Software Sizing
Model and UML Metamodels

Properties of the proposed user-system Interaction Model:
•
•
•

Abstracts/synthesizes the metamodels of sequence and class diagrams.
Computable for mathematical software sizing models.
Provides implementation perspective for Use Case Model.

User-system Interaction Model
User-system interaction mode is defined as a tuple <A, PR, SB, SCP, STL, CMP>
including 6 types of key elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Activities (A)
Precedence Relations (PR)
System Boundary (SB)
System Scope (SCP)
Stimuli (STL)
Components (CMP)

Model Construction
Sequence Diagrams are transformed into SDCFG <A, PR>:

Model Construction
• Components (CMP):
• Stimuli (STL):
• System Boundary (SB):
• System Scope (SCP):

User-system Interaction Model Visualization
A set of notations are created to denote the key elements of USIM.

Automated Software Sizing Framework
The automated framework for software sizing.
• XMI files exported from modeling tools are parsed to
identify the UML elements. A hierarchy of UML
elements is constructed based on the structure of XMI
files.
• Model transformation algorithms are applied to
construct the USIM.
• Automated transaction identification and classification
procedures are applied to derive information for
software size computation.

Automated Transaction Identification and
Classification
Transaction Identification
• Graph traversing algorithm (based on DFS) is applied to
search for the paths from USIM. The paths are the
transactions.
• Stimuli and system boundary define the entry and the
exit conditions.
• System scope defines the effective transactions by
excluding the transactions that are out of the scope.

Transaction classification

• Based on the properties of the identified transactions,
for example, the number of activities (procedural
complexity), the number of components (structural
complexity), the number of associated data elements
(data complexity)

Detailed Use Case Points (DUCPs)
DUCPs uses information derived from the automated transaction identification and classification processes,
while it reuses the same approach to evaluating other project properties (UAW, EF, TCF) as the original Use
Case Points (UCPs). The steps of counting DUCPs are as below:
1.Identify the transactions (T) from sequence diagrams for each use case of the
system.
2.Count the transaction length (TL) and the data element types (DETs) for each
identified transaction.
3.Determine the complexity level (CL) for each transaction by TABLE. 1 based on the
TL and the DETs.
4.Determine the Unadjusted Detailed Transaction Weight (UDTW) for each
transaction according to its CL and the weighting schema given in TABLE 2.
5.Calculate the Unadjusted Detailed Use Case Weight (UDUCW) by the equation
below.
6.Evaluate the technical complexity factor (TCF) and the environmental factor (EF)
based on the original UCPs.
7.Calculate the DUCPs by the equation below.

Model Calibration
Data Collection
• 22 projects from 577 and 590 (2014-2017).
• Sequence and class diagrams were collected.
• Effort data were collected by weekly reports and Jira.

Model Calibration
• Exploratory data analysis was applied to determine the linear relationship and
its significance. The calibrated model is as follows:

Model Evaluation
• Evaluated out-of-sample estimation accuracy by 5-fold cross validation in terms of
MMRE, PRED(.15), PRED(.25), PRED(.50).
• In the comparison with the original UCPs, DUCPs is about 21% better for MMRE,
14% better for PRED(.15), 14% better for PRED(.25), and 15% better for
PRED(.50).

Conclusions
• Proposed the framework to automate software sizing based on class
and sequence diagrams.
• Formally defined the user-system interaction model (USIM) that
bridges the gap between software sizing model and UML
metamodels.
• Proposed a software size metric (DUCPs) that can be automated.
• Validated the effectiveness of DUCPs in effort estimation by an
empirical study of 22 projects and the comparison with original UCPs.

Future Directions
• Collect more data points from different software engineering settings
to further prove the performance of DUCPs and its significance.
• Integrate other types of UML diagrams into the proposed evaluation
paradigm.

Thank you!
If you would like to contribute any project data (use case driven
projects, UML-based projects, or others) to the research, please
contact me at : kqi@usc.edu.
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